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Introduction

Starts at the top of the next page. The introduction should contain background information on the

dataset and community partner, context for the project, and the prompt or desired analyses from

the partner.

New paragraphs should be indented but have no space added between lines. A double return

should be used at the end of sections to provide visual contrast

Preparation

Level 1 headers are Outfit Semibold size 14 font. Body text is Outfit Normal size 12. The document

(except for the references) is double spaced.

Use the preparation section to describe the data as your received it and to describe your wran-

gling, cleaning, and transformation.

Subheader

Level 2 headers can be added using

\subsection*{name}

3rd Level Header

Level 3 headers can be added using

\subsubsection*{name}

Analysis

Describe the analyses performed. Ensure your descriptions will be understandable to your intended

audience. Link to articles/examples in your references if additional explanation would benefit your
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readers.

Results

Youmay choose to combine your results andanalysis sections anddivide insteadby topics if needbe.

Recommendations

If this project is unable to address the requests of the partner, use this section to identify future data

to be collected which may better suit their inquiries. Acknowledge the limitations of this project and

put a positive spin on it.

Conclusion

Answer the community partner’s prompt. Put your results back in the context of the industry (Exam-

ple 1995)
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References

Example, Citation. 1995. “References should use Chicago Style /(17th Edition, Author-Date).” Guide-
lines and Examples 4:337–351.

Guidelinesandexamplesof this styleareavailableat: purdue.edu/owl/chicagoThis sectionshould
start on a new page and be single spaced. All references should use hanging indentation
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